John Musgrave Waite

c.1820 – Sept 13 1884
“The finest swordsman in the army”
Author of 'Lessons in Sabre, Singlestick, Sabre and Bayonet, 1880

Illustrated London News, 3 June 1865.

What follows below are a modest assemblage of details surrounding the martial endeavours
of the late John Musgrave Waite. This is intended to give some flesh to the bones of the name
behind one of the most important British fencing treatises of the nineteenth century, to give a
sense of context. Very little has been written of Waite or his treatise in recent years, which is
surely a very great shame considering the value of the man and the clarity and insight of his
treatise. In his time Waite was celebrated as a very great swordsman and instructor. He had
studied smallsword and foil under the legendary Pierre Prévost in France, but his reputation
was really built upon his abilities with the sabre and singlestick, and in sword feats. After
retiring as a non-commissioned officer in the 2nd Life Guards, Waite established a school in
London’s Soho which was popular and well attended by military and civilian students alike,
also playing host to the renowned boxing classes of Ned Donnelly. In his earlier years Waite
had performed feats of swordsmanship in front of such worthies as the Prince of Wales and
the 2nd Duke of Wellington. We hope that the re-issuing of his treatise here, in a format that
all may easily obtain free of charge, will help promote and spread this great work, the
author’s name and also the spirit of the Assaults at Arms which were popular in his time.
Now for a brief introduction to the master swordsman by English historian J. D. Aylward:
“A master who had a considerable following between about 1865 and 1880 was John
Musgrave Waite, formerly Corporal-Quatermaster in the Second Life Guards, a regiment in
which the tradition of the sabre had always been maintained. As far as the small-sword was
concerned, Waite had been the pupil of Pierre Prévost, but his speciality was the sabre and
the singlestick, about which he wrote a book called 'Lessons in Sabre, Singlestick, Sabre and
Bayonet, and Sword Feats; or, How to use a cut and thrust Sword', published in 1880. Sir
Frederick Pollack, who joined Waite's school in 1868, says that his master had never been able
to acquire that lightness of hand which would have enabled him to compete with his French
colleagues, but that his lessons were excellent and profitable. Waite's genius lay in teaching
the sabre, the practice version of which weapon was then a most formidable affair, far
different from the feather-weight Italian sabre used today.”
From: 'The English master of arms from the twelfth to the twentieth century', by J. D. Aylward, Routledge & Paul,
1956.

Contemporary references
1863 assault at arms in London
“ASSAULT AT ARMS AT WILLIS’S ROOMS,
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE WIDOW OF THE LATE CORPORAL-MAJOR SUTTON, 1st
LIFE GUARDS.

Willis’s Rooms (formerly Almack’s), 26-28 King Street, St.James’s, c.1821

ON Saturday, 16th May [1863], Willis's Rooms presented a scene truly English. A number of
brave, noble-hearted English soldiers assembled for a few short hours, to do honour to the
memory of a departed comrade, and to endeavour by deeds of active daring to add some
substantial consolation to his widow. No ordinary soldiers were there. The Household
Cavalry have, since the time of King Charles I, received into their ranks the picked men of the
land—men not only conspicuous for their stature, strength, and personal appearance, but also
for their superior education and private character. How can we wonder, then, that the science
of arms practically demonstrated by such men, and for such a cause, would be well received
by the public?
It would be impossible to give a full account of all the details of the programme of the Assault
of Arms; I must, therefore, confine myself to the leading features. At the first starting we find
civilians lending their aid; for the spectators witnessed a friendly but yet very smart combat
with sabres, between G. S. Batty, Esq., and Corporal-Major Waite, 2nd Life Guards; then
followed Corporal Bee, Royal Horse Guards, and Corporal Cornish, 1st Life Guards, with the
sticks, and most mighty blows they gave one another, combining science and strength in a
most marked manner. Then followed a battle royal with the foils between two corporalmajors, viz., St. John and Waite, of the 1st and 2nd Life Guards, for many years past the best
of friends, for ten minutes the most deadly enemies.
The result of a combat between an infantry soldier with his bayonet and a cavalry soldier
with his sword, was well shown when Corporal-Major Adcock, 1st Life Guards, and Corporal
Butt, 2nd Life Guards, opposed each other on the platform. Some said the bayonet had the
best, some the sword—anyhow, the bayonet gave the sword several awkward reminders in
the ribs, and the sword cut off the head of the bayonet soldier several times without his being
much the worse for it. Gentlemen, take your choice, the dagger or the poison cup.
Then appeared our two corporal-majors again, but this time separately. A gallows, made like
those used by Punch for the execution of his tormentors, is brought out, a bar of lead of
triangular form, measuring 6 inches in circumference, is suspended, and Corporal-Major
Waite cuts it in two as though it were a boiled carrot; a leg of mutton shares a similar fate, as
likewise does an apple. Anybody, it is true, can cut an apple in twain with a dessert knife; let

them wrap it in a thin silk pocket-handkerchief, and cut it in two with a sword without
hurting the silk, they will see the difference. If they want to learn, Corporal-Major Waite will
show them how to do it.
Who should appear next but a butcher with a dead sheep on his shoulders. The sheep was
tied by the hind legs to the gallows, and Corporal-Major St. John, taking a sword, which
looked like an executioner's sword, weighing 3¼ lb., and measuring 30 inches in length,
walked up to the sheep. Whist!—the lower half of the sheep fell with a thud to the ground,
the upper half swung to and fro in the air for a minute or two.
He then performed the Saladin feat, dividing with a very sharp sword portions of silk ribbon,
and also cutting in the air a silk handkerchief in twain, as a boy would a butterfly with a
hazel twig. The sword was straight; the feat is generally done with a curved weapon.
The passage of arms of the day was that between G. Chapman, Esq. (late Captain in her
Majesty's Militia), who is justly said to be the best fencer that England ever produced, and
Corporal-Major Waite (2nd Life Guards), acknowledged to be the finest swordsman in the
army. Oh! how I wished for the pencil of Ward or the chisel of Durham, to record on paper
the attitudes of these men. The one, small, active, and light; the other, a study for a gladiator tall and muscular, combining immense power with quickness of motion. The "salute", or
preliminary movements before the assault, done to show the positions and styles of the
players, as well as to prepare them for the forthcoming struggle, just as a racehorse has his
preliminary canter, was exceedingly well done, and was highly applauded by the spectators.
Then followed the combat, each man eyeing his antagonist from under his iron mask with the
eye of a rattlesnake about to make his deadly spring. A lunge, a flashing of steel, the swords
play around one another like lightning-bolts - the eye cannot follow them. "Touched!" cries
one; he acknowledges the hit. Their blood is up. The challenging stamp on the floor is louder,
the action of the men more elastic. Lunge, thrust, parry. Bravo! "Touched!" cries the other, as
the bright steel hits his breast, and bends itself into a bow with the force of the thrust. Woe be
to him were he not padded and the foil armed with a button! "Last hit", cries the umpire. No
two fightingcocks ever showed more courage, pluck, care, and antagonism. Again and again
did they attack, and again did they foil the attack, with the quickness of an arrow. The last hit
came; the combatants took off their masks, bowed, after the manner of the knights of the
ancient tournament, to the ladies, and were once more inseparable friends. Such an equallymatched pair of first-rate swordsmen was hardly ever seen, and the best judges of such
matters showed their high approbation by dead silence during the combat, and genuine
applause at its conclusion.
Several other feats of arms followed, including the use of the natural arms in the old English
game of fisticuffs, to the great delight of those who were fortunate enough to remain to
witness them. These great, tall Life Guardsmen standing up one against the other, gave us an
idea of what the brave old soldier AEneas must have witnessed when he patronized the
prizefight between Dares and Entellus, an account of which will be found in Dryden's Virgil
(AEneid v.line 425)Multa viri nequidquam inter se vulnera jactant
Multa cava, lateri ingeminant, et pectore vastos,
Dant sonitus: erratque aures et tempora circum
Crebra manus, duro crepitant sub vulnere malae;
and a perusal of which I highly commend to the scribes who are in the habit of detailing what
they witness in such terrible dog-English. They may surely take a hint from the description of
this, one of the earliest bouts with the fist on record.
The reader will be pleased to hear that, owing to the excellent and judicious arrangements of
the managing committee, everything went off very well, and, what is better still, they will be

enabled to hand to the deserving widow of their late companion-in-arms a sum of about 100l.
Frank Buckland.
It is very pleasing and praiseworthy to see a number of men uniting to assist one of their own
class who may have been overtaken by unavoidable misfortune. It was for this purpose that
an assault of arms was given at Willis's Rooms, by the non-commissioned officers of the
Household Cavalry Brigade, it being for the benefit of the widow of the late Troop CorporalMajor Button, 1st Life Guards, who was considered to be one of the best swordsmen in
England. He was the non-commissioned officer chosen to act as orderly to his late Royal
Highness the Prince Consort on the occasion of his going to the Reviews at Boulogne, in
September, 1854, when he very much astonished his compeers in the French service by his
skill in the use of the small and broad sword, it being a fact that they could not produce any
one able to compete with Sutton in feats of strength and dexterity, such as cutting bars of
lead, silk ribbons, &c.
Amongst the company present on this occasion were:—Viscountess Combermere,
Marchioness of Waterford and Miss Leslie, Lady Catherine Coke, Lord de Ros, LieutenantColonel the Hon. D. Fitzgerald and Lady Elizabeth de Ros, the Earl of Mountcharles, Count
Apponyi, the Hon. H. G. Liddell, M.P., the Earl of Verulam, Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs.
Marshall, Earl of Tyrone, Captain Beauchamp Seymour, R.N., Captain Dawson Damer, M.P.,
Captain Peyton, Lord Earlsfort, Mr. and Mrs. Biddulph, Lieutenant-Colonel Hogg, Sir Samuel
Hayes, Bart., Captain Pakenham, Captain the Hon. C. Hanbury, Mrs. Heneage, Admiral the
Hon. A. and Mrs. Duncombe, Mr. and Mrs. Rous, Mr. Baring, Mr. Stephens, Mr. Rougemont,
Lord Charles Bruce, Mr. Limbert, Mr. Cox, Mr. Hanly, Mr. Baring, Mr. A. Duncombe, Mr.
Osborn, Mr. Rennie, Mr. Angelo, &c. &c.
The entertainment so ably described above having concluded, at its close Corporal-Major St.
John, in a short speech, brief, but to the purpose, trusted that their efforts to please had given
satisfaction, and in the name of the widow of the late much-respected Corporal-Major Sutton
thanked those who had honoured them with their presence.
As far as I can at present understand there will be something like one hundred pounds left,
after paying for the room (eight guineas) and expenses of printing, advertising, &c. H. H.,
Regent's Park.
From: The Journal of the Household Brigade for the year 1863, Edited by I. E. A. Dolby Esq., London, 1863.

From: 'Lessons in Sabre, Singlestick, Sabre and Bayonet, and Sword Feats’, J. M. Waite. London. 1880.

1863 exercise of arms in Liverpool
The promotion of physical training has during the last 12 months received an immense
stimulus in Liverpool by the establishment of the new Gymnasium founded by Mr John
Hulley, and by the periodical "Olympic festivals", which Mr Hulley has organised for the
display of gymnastic skill and dexterity in the use of arms.
……..
There were also some exciting contests with the broadsword, sword and bayonet and with
the clubs. Amongst the feats performed by one of the swordsmen (Corporal-Major Waite,
who contended in some of the exercises with members of the Athletic Society) was the cutting
through a bar of lead, severing a carcass of a sheep, and divided an apple upon a gentlemen's
hand without injuring the hand.
From: 1863 Dec 4 Leeds Mercury - Athletic Education in Liverpool.

1864 assault at arms in London
“ASSAULT-AT-ARMS
ON Wednesday, 17th Feb.[1864], the non-commissioned officers of the 1st and 2nd Life
Guards and the Royal Horse Guards exhibited their skill and prowess in an assault of arms at
St. James's Hall. The occasion, which had for its object the benefit of the Soldiers' Daughters'
Home, was honoured with the patronage of the Prince of Wales, and of several distinguished
military officers. It had been expected that the Prince of Wales would be present in person,
and preparations were made for his reception; but a letter from Colonel Teesdale, written by
command of His Royal Highness, apprised Colonel de Ros of the Prince's regret that the
distance between London and St. Leonard's did not allow the journey's being made so as to
enable him to return in anything like convenient time. So great had been the desire, both
within and without the hall, to see the Prince, that lines of carriages and crowds of people
extended along Regent Street, while half the actual spectators of the assault of arms were, for
a time, dividing their attention between the fencing bouts on the platform and the sumptuous
Aubusson carpet and crimson silk fauteuils, which Mr. Nosotti, the decoratist, had arranged
for His Royal Highness and suite.
Amongst those present were the Duke of Wellington, the Earl of Cardigan, the Earl of
Longford, Lord Colville, General Brotherton, General Laurenson, Colonel the Hon. Dudley de
Ros, Colonel the Earl and Countess of Mount Charles, Colonel Vyse, Colonel Marshall,
Colonel Bailey, Colonel Hogg, Mr. Augustus Lumley, &c. The proceedings commenced by
the performance of an overture by the bands of the 1st and 2nd Life Guards, which was
followed by a display of various sword exercises, comprising single-stick, fencing, cavalry
sword exercises, a contest between the sword and the small sword and the bayonet, and with
sabres. Every man who appeared on the platform displayed a thorough knowledge of the use
of his weapon, and the fencing of different kinds exhibited in the men a very great amount of
skill. The assault was commenced by Corporal Dean, 1st Life Guards, and Corporal Howe,
2nd Life Guards, with the single-stick. Both men set to work with admirable skill, fencing so
cleverly as to parry each other's blows for some minutes. But before time was called it was
difficult to say which had the advantage; but Howe at this moment leaving an opening Dean
planted a smart blow on the casque, which brought down thunders of applause. Corporal
Butt, 2nd Life Guards, and Corporal Cornish, 1st Life Guards, next came on the platform with
the foils, and fenced with so much judgment, that at the close of the bout their merits were
pronounced equal. Corporal-Major Waite, 2nd Life Guards, now met Corporal-Major St.
John, 1st Life Guards. These two men evinced the highest possible skill, Corporal-Major St.
John at length overcoming his antagonist, and retiring amidst loud applause. The old English
science of boxing with gloves was next illustrated by Corporal Butt and Trooper Ottoway,

both of the 2nd Life Guards. These men fought with great science, and were frequently
encouraged with rounds of applause, which became more clamorous as the gallant fellows
closed, and with simulated anger got each other's heads "into chancery." When they retired
the shouts of "encore" were so loud as to oblige them to return to the stage and give another
round. Cavalry sword exercise was next exhibited by Corporal-Major Armstrong, 1st Life
Guards, Corporal-Major Wake, 2nd Life Guards, and Corporal-Major Priestly, Royal Horse
Guards; after which a conflict with the bayonet and sabre was illustrated by Corporal-Major
Adcock, 1st Life Guards, and Corporal Butt, 2nd Life Guards. The relative qualities of both
arms were admirably shown by these men, and it was very difficult for the non-professional
spectator to decide to which the advantage belonged. A second set-to with gloves, by
Corporal-Major Learmont, Royal Horse Guards, and Corporal Cornish, 1st Life Guards, gave
agreeable variety to the entertainment; the combatants in this instance opposing each other
with so much determination that when they left the platform both men bore evidences of the
punishment they had received. Some curious feats of swordsmanship followed, in which
Corporal-Major St. John, 1st Life Guards, severed a sheep's carcase at a single cut, and
Corporal-Major Waite, 2nd Life Guards, cut a bar of lead apparently with the same facility.
Captain Chapman, the best amateur fencer in London, displayed his skill in a bout with
Corporal-Major Waite, 2nd Life Guards, which although prolonged for more than a quarter
of an hour, gave the highest satisfaction to the spectators. All the single-stick play, from first
to last, was admirable. The boxing, good as it was, might have been better if the stage had
been roped in. As it was, the men were compelled to exercise a caution which put a certain
check upon their vigour. But, spite of drawbacks, the boxing was decidedly the most popular
part of the proceedings. The ladies laughed and applauded, with scarcely the concealment
which should have attended the snatching so very fearful a joy. Seeing that their fair friends
were unmistakably pleased with le boxe, the male spectators redemanded one of the matches,
so that Corporal Butt and Trooper Ottoway had to set-to twice. Corporal-Major St. John and
Corporal-Major Waite, who bore each of them a heavy share of the day's exertions,
performed the sword feats of severing the carcase of a sheep at a single blow, chopping
through bars of lead, and cutting silk handkerchiefs and ribbons into pieces. The "Napier
feat"—so-called from Sir Charles Napier having once borne a passive part in it—was also
accomplished by Corporal-Major Waite. This seemingly perilous trick consists in cutting-an
apple in half on the palm of a man's hand, by a downward stroke of a sabre. The same
accomplished swordsman likewise performed the more surprising feat of dividing an apple
wrapped in a handkerchief without injuring the latter.
As an exhibition demonstrating the strength, expertness, courage, hardiness, and presence of
mind, cultivated to a very high extent in our army, this assault of arms must have gratified
everybody who witnessed it; and the pleasure thus caused will be multiplied tenfold by the
knowledge that the funds of a patriotic institution have received considerable benefit.

FENCING.
J. GLEIG, Esq., Mem. L.K.C., and Corporal-Major WAITE, Second Life Guards.

Colonel PENTON, Mem. L.F.C., and W. B. COLTMAN, Esq., Mem. L.F.C.
STICKS.
Corporal CORNISH, First Life Guards, and Corporal LEARMONT, Royal Horse Guards.
FENCING.
G. CHAPMAN, Capt. late H. M. Mil., Sec. L.F.C, and M. MAURICE, Professor L.F.C
SWORD AND BAYONET.
Corporal BUTT, Second Life Guards, and Corporal BEE, Royal Horse Guards.
FENCING.
Captain C. HAWKER, Mem. L.F.C, and Corporal-Major ST. JOHN, First Life Guards. A.
HAWKER, Esq., Mem. L.F.C, and Major WOODHEAD, Mem. L.F.C.
SABRE.
Corporal-Major ST. JOHN, First Life Guards, and Corporal-Major WAITE, Second Life Guards.
FENCING.
Colonel EVELYN, Mem. L.F.C, and M. MAURICE, Professor L.F.C.
WITH CAVALRY PRACTICE SWORDS.
G. CHAPMAN, Capt. late H. M. Mil., Sec. L.F.C, and J. LATHAM, Esq., Amateur.
GYMNASTIC EXERCISES,
By MEMBERS OF THE CLUB, under the direction of Mr. CREAGH, Professor L.F.C.
SWORD FEATS.
Corporal-Major ST. JOHN, First Life Guards; Corporal-Major WAITE, Second Life Guards.
SPARRING,
BY PROFESSIONAL BOXERS.

ASSAULT AT ARMS
ON Wednesday, June 1, the new rooms of the London Fencing Club, in Cleveland Row, St.
James's, were opened under the auspices of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, for whose
gratification a brilliant assault of arms took place. The Prince, accompanied by Prince Louis of
Hesse, was received by the Hon. G. Elliot, Captain R. Bateson, 1st Life Guards, Captain
Duncan Baillie, Royal Horse Guards, Captain Hon. IT. Wyndham, 1st Life Guards, and a
number of other members of the committee. The fencing, gymnastic exercises, sword feats,
and exhibition of sparring, in which the members of the Club, together with their professional
assistants, took part, were of unusually high order, and eventually gave great satisfaction to
the large and distinguished audience. The arrangements of the assault, carried out under the

management of the committee and Captain Chapman, Hon. Secretary, who took a prominent
part in the proceedings, were everything that could be desired; and we congratulate the
London Fencing Club on the acquisition of the excellent gymnasium which they have just
completed.
The following was the programme adopted upon Wednesday:—
Assault of Arms and Gymnastic Exercises:
- Fencing—Mr. J. Gleig and Corporal-Major Waite, 2nd Life Guards. Colonel Penton and Mr.
W. B. Coltman.
- Sticks—Corporal Cornish, 1st Life Guards, and Corporal Learmont, Royal Horse Guards.
- Fencing—Captain G. Chapman, Secretary, and M. Maurice.
- Sword and Bayonet—Corporal Butt, 2nd Life Guards, and Corporal Bee, Royal Horse
Guards.
- Fencing—Captain C. Hawker and Corporal-Major St. John, 1st Life Guards. Mr. A. Hawker
and Major Woodhead.
- Sabre—Corporal-Major St. John, 1st Life Guards, and Corporal-Major Waite, 2nd Life
Guards.
- Fencing—Colonel Evelyn and M. Maurice.
- With Cavalry Practice Swords—Captain G. Chapman and Mr. J. Latham.
Gymnastic exercises by members of the club.
Amongst others we may particularize Lieut.-Colonel Davies, Grenadier Guards, Captains
Leslie and Carew, and Lieutenant Burnaby, Royal Horse Guards, &c.; and the sparring of Jem
Mace, Johnny Walker, and Nat Langham, was of the highest order, and elicited the most
tremendous plaudits. Field-Marshal Viscount Combermere, who subsequently patronized the
Club by his presence, expressed the great gratification he had experienced, and immediately
enrolled himself as a member of the Club.
From: The Journal of the Household Brigade for the year 1864, Edited by I. E. A. Dolby Esq., London, 1864.

An Australian account of the 1864 assault at arms
Dexterous Swordsmen
An eye witness of the assault of arms the other day at the St.James's hall writes:- "If I were
under sentence, say for treason (horrible supposition), and my head was to be cut off, I
should, as a last request, send my compliments to Corporal St.John, and beg him to do me the
friendly office. His dexterity would almost reconcile one to the circumstance. He would not
take two blows. He rivalled the feats of Saladin with his scimitar; those of Richard the Lion
Heart with his mighty two-handed weapon, and his sword equalled the feats of the mythical
Excalibur. Silk handkerchiefs dropped in the air were deftly cut in two by a single stroke.
Ribands (I hope they came from Coventry) were cut into fragments. Thick bars of lead were
severed with single strokes. A whole sheep, hung upon a crane with much ceremony by the
guardsmen, was cut more cleanly than ever was sheep by the knife and axe of the butcher.
Then an apple was tied in a handkerchief, and cut in two pieces at one blow, without a thread
of the silk being severed. Corporal-Major Waite did this, and also the 'Charley Napier' feat.
This is a very wonderful feat. One guardsman laid an apple in the palm of his hand, and the
other took a sharp-edged sword and split it in two without cutting the hand at all, and this
more than once."
From: The West Australian Times, 5 May 1864.

1865 assault at arms at St.James’s hall

“Assault of arms at St.James’s Hall, for the benefit of the Royal Caledonian Asylum –
Corporal-Major Waite cleaving a breastplate.”
“The sabre was used by Corporal Butt, 2nd Life Guards, and Corporal Wordsworth. In
fencing, Corporal-Major Learmont, Royal Horse Guards, and Corporal Cornish, 1st Life
GUards; Corporal Dean, 1st Life Guards, and Corporal Butt; Corporal-Major Waite and
Corporal Cornish; Corporal Wordsworth and Corporal Dean showed their skill. The
respective advantages of the sabre and bayonet were displayed by Corporal-Major Learmont
and Corporal-Major Sheffield, 2nd LIfe Guards, with varying skill, until, finally, the
swordsman disarmed his antagonist by beating the rifle out of his hands. Boxing or "the
noble art", as it is termed by its professors, was shown by Corporal Bee, Trooper Otterway,
Corporal-Major Learmont, Corporal Cornish, Corporal Butt, and the renowned American
pugilist, J. C. Heenan, alias the "Benecia Boy". Some interesting sword feats were exhibited
by Corporal Dean, who severed a handkerchief and several coils of ribbon, by a swinging cut,
in a very dexterous manner. Corporal-Major Waite also performed some of the sword feats
for which he is famous. He cut an apple suspended in a handkerchief without injuring the
texture of the latter, cut in two an apple held on the palm of a comrade, and cut through a
sheet of note-paper standing on its bottom edges. He failed in severing a bar of lead as it
descended through the air, but succeeded perfectly with a bar placed upright on a stand. A
new feat, showing how even armour cannot resist the full force of a sword-cut, was the last
the Corporal-Major exhibited, and, with a downward cut, one of Wilkinson's trustworthy
blades cleft a breastplate to the depth of about six inches. The entertainment concluded with
an exhibition of the cavalry-sword exercises by Corporal-Major Sheffield, Corporal Cornish,
Corporal Honeybone, and Corporal Bentley - the two latter of the Royal Horse Guards. The
bands of the 2nd Life Guards and Royal Horse Guards contributed to the entertainment of the
visitors by playing during the afternoon.
From: The Illustrated London News, 3 June 1865.

Posthumous mentions
“That single-stick is a national game of very considerable antiquity, and at one time in great
repute on our country greens, no one is likely to deny, nor have I time to argue with them
even if I would in this little brochure. Those who are interested in spadroon, back-sword, and
broad-sword will find the subjects very exhaustively treated in such admirable works as Mr.
Egerton Castle's ‘Schools and Masters of Fence’. These pages are merely intended for the tyro
- they are at best a compilation of those notes written during the last ten years in black and
white upon my epidermis by the ash-plants of Serjeants Waite and Ottaway, and CorporalMajor Blackburn. Two of them, unfortunately, will never handle a stick again, but the lastnamed is still left, and to him, especially, I am indebted for anything which may prove worth
remembering in these pages. A book may teach you the rudiments of any game, but it is only
face to face with a better player than yourself that you will ever make any real advance in any
of the sciences of self-defence.”
From: ‘Broadsword and Single-stick, with Chapters on Quarter-Staff, Bayonet, Cudgel, Shillalah, Walking-Stick,
and Other Weapons of Self-Defence’, by R.G. Allanson-Winn and C. Phillipps-Wolley. London, 1898.

“I remember well, at Waite's rooms, in Brewer Street, seeing a big Belgian engaged with a
gentleman who at that time occupied the honourable position of chopping-block to the
rooms. The Belgian had come over to take part in some competition, and was an
incomparably better player than the Englishman, but then the Belgian wished to play
according to the rules of his own school. It was arranged at last that each should do his worst
in his own way, and it was hoped that Providence would take care of the better man.”
From: ‘Broadsword and Single-stick, with Chapters on Quarter-Staff, Bayonet, Cudgel, Shillalah, Walking-Stick,
and Other Weapons of Self-Defence’, by R.G. Allanson-Winn and C. Phillipps-Wolley. London, 1898.

“When I was training for the heavy-weights, I used to try and get hold of all the big men I
could to spar with. Ned Donnelly then used to teach at Sergt. Waite's Rooms in Goldensquare. Waite very kindly used to get men from the Knightsbridge and St.John's Wood
Barracks to come and set-to with me. The spars were generally of an amicable character, but I
remember one, which was fast and furious, with a certain man - I do not know whether he is
alive now - a very good fellow, named Trooper Otway. He was not a very heavy man, but of
considerable length of arm, and supposed to be the best man in the Life Guards. We both got
rather warm, and I was sorry to hear a few days afterwards that Trooper Otway received
orders to remain in barracks until two black eyes which he had had disappeared. I think
Otway afterwards became a teacher of boxing and fencing, and he was well calculated to
instruct the young, as he had considerable skill in these things.”
From: Sporting Recollections of H. J. Chinnery. from the Sporting Life, 1909.

Written works
'Self-Defence; or, the art of boxing. With illustrations ...' By Edward Donnelly. Edited by J.
M. Waite. London. 1879.
'Lessons in Sabre, Singlestick, Sabre and Bayonet, and Sword Feats; or, How to use a cut
and thrust Sword'. By J. M. Waite. London. 1880.

Prologue compiled and written by Matt Easton of Schola Gladiatoria.
With thanks to:
Phil Melhop for obtaining an original copy of Waite’s treatise and making
it available here.
Robert Wilkinson-Latham for his assistance with this prologue.
The students of Schola Gladiatoria who are helping to revive Waite’s
fencing system.
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